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NOTICE TO USER

This volume contains all City ordinances in effect
EXCEPT

None

For total accuracy the user should inquire of the City
Administrative Offices as to ordinances not included
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FOREWORD

This book contains a codification of the ordinances of the City
of Pine Island, Minnesota, pursuant to authority granted the Council
by Minnesota Statutes, Section 415.021.
It is known and should be
cited as the "City Code".
The ordinances of the City were previously codified in 1980 but
over the years, as the number of ordinances increased with the
growth of the City. And with changing times, the City Council
determined that a complete and detailed re-codification was
essential in order, to maintain knowledge as to the current law. In
this codification most of the original ordinances have lost their
identity and have been supplemented by other essential legislative
enactments. Certain ordinances retain their number and effective
dates because of the nature of the subject matter contained therein.
This codification, arrangement and format seek to facilitate
keeping the City Code up-to-date and the amending procedure less
cumbersome and expensive. A complete codification of the proportions
desired is a difficult and lengthy task, but the effort will be
well-rewarded if it is found that the City Code accomplishes (1) the
elimination of repetition and non-essentials; (2) easy revision
incorporating each new ordinance or amendment; (3)
comprehensiveness; and, (4) the ease of locating a particular
subject or provision.
The reader will find in this book an Analysis followed by a
full text of the individual Chapters of the City Code with a SubAnalysis at the beginning of each Chapter. This physical layout is
designed to make local law more accessible to laypersons for it is
closest to them and touches their lives every day. The City Code is
dedicated to this purpose.
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